PROMO

Amsterdam Made

THE FINEST
LOCAL
CREATORS

PRECIOSA

To wear a Preciosa frame is to own a
little piece of history. Since 1936, we
have been designing and producing
classic handmade eyewear using
traditional skills and materials. Familyowned, we are the sole manufacturers
of spectacles in Holland. Unique,
artisanal frames for independent minds.
frameholland.com

A platform for the local manufacturing industry,
Amsterdam Made works with brands to guarantee
high-quality goods that are both sustainable and
locally sourced whenever possible.

FRITES UIT ZUYD

Frites uit Zuyd is the Netherlands' first artisan fries factory.
Based just outside Amsterdam, but inspired by Maastricht, the
owner's hometown in the south of the country, Frites uit Zuyd
produces the freshest, most delicious pre-cooked quality fries
every day for your favourite restaurants and festivals all over
the Netherlands. fritesuitzuyd.nl; Ketelhuis 6, Zaandam

LEMON POPPY

Lemon Poppy's premium tea
takes you to the mountains of
the Mediterranean, where the
sun is bright and the air crisp.
This deliciously healthy flower
and leaf tea is hand picked
and comes in an eco-friendly
box. Good for you, good for
the planet. Enjoy!
CITY WATER

City Water supplies tap
water in reusable bottles
made from sugar cane.
As well as contributing to
a plastic-free world, you'll
be supporting projects in
developing countries. The
bottles are also available
with city skyline designs,
or your company logo.
join-the-pipe.org;
Available at Albert Heijn,
AH to Go and other retailers

lemon-poppy.com;
Hannie Dankbaarpassage 39,
Amsterdam

REMBRANDTJE

Rembrandtjes are exclusive
chocolates, perfect for your
loved ones, customers and
business partners. They are
available in three different
gift boxes which can be
personalised with your
brand. Buy them online
or visit Patisserie Tout in
Amsterdam. rembrandtje.nl;
FIORITO LIMONCELLO
SUPERIORE

Maasstraat 77, Amsterdam

Fiorito is an award-winning
artisanal limoncello made
from the best hand-peeled
organic Sicilian lemons,
produced by brothers
Benno and Franco Fiorito
according to their secret
family recipe.
fioritolimoncello.com;
Available at Gall & Gall and
other off-licences

O MY BAG

O My Bag is committed to making a positive difference in the
world by producing bags that not only make you look good,
but are also ethically made and easy on the environment.
By using eco-friendly leather, organic cotton and sustainable
packaging they minimise their environmental impact.
omybagamsterdam.com; Ceintuurbaan 117-H, Amsterdam
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